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Abstract
Widespread COVID-19 infections have sparked global attempts to contain the virus and eradicate it. Most researchers utilize machine learning (ML) algorithms to predict this virus. However, researchers face challenges, such as selecting the appropriate parameters and the best algorithm to achieve an accurate prediction. Therefore, an expert data scientist is needed. To overcome the need for data scientists and because some researchers have limited professionalism in data analysis, this study concerns developing a COVID-19 detection system using automated ML (AutoML) tools to detect infected patients. A blood test dataset that has 111 variables and 5644 cases was used. The model is built with three experiments using Python's Auto-Sklearn tool. First, an analysis of the Auto-Sklearn process is done by studying the impact of several learning settings and parameters on the COVID-19 dataset using different classification methods, namely meta-learning, ensemble learning, and a combination of ensemble learning and meta-learning. The results show that using Auto-Sklearn with a meta-learning and ensemble learning parameter model predicts the patients infected with COVID-19 with high accuracy, reaching 96%. Furthermore, the best algorithm selected is the Random Forest Classifier (RF), which outperforms other classification methods. Finally, AutoML can assist those new to data sciences or programming skills in selecting the appropriate algorithm and hyperparameters and reducing the number of steps required to achieve the best results.
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1. Introduction

On March 11th, 2020, the COVID-19 virus was classified as a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) [1]. Many people who have the novel SARS-COV-19 symptoms can be difficult to distinguish from those of other common diseases [2] and [3]. Therefore, reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is still extensively used in COVID-19 screening [4]. Moreover, the missed detection rates for RT-PCR range between 15% and 20%. Additionally, the time it takes to get test results after collecting patient samples can be many hours or even days. Therefore, a quicker and more precise COVID-19 detection method is required [5]. ML algorithms helped find this pandemic because of their ability, and they were used in many studies to classify patients into those who were infected or not [6], [7], and [8]. However, ML requires several steps to make a good model, such as choosing the best preprocessing steps, tuning the hyperparameters, and choosing the suitable algorithm [9] and [10]. Furthermore, because most healthcare professionals lack sufficient programming experience, AutoML solutions help build and enhance ML pipelines [11] and [12]. Furthermore, for AutoML, numerous frameworks are available [13] to tackle the above difficulties.

This study focuses explicitly on Auto-Sklearn, built upon Scikit-Learn, a well-known Python ML library. Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) is a Bayesian optimization method used by Auto-Sklearn to solve algorithm selection and hyperparameter optimization problems. The standard SMAC optimization integrates both meta-learning and ensemble techniques [14]. Effective AutoML pipelines are made up of preprocessing steps and ML classifiers, chosen by using Auto-Sklearn, which employs meta-learning, Bayesian optimization, and ensemble selection [11-13]. In these studies, the authors used a dataset of blood tests to predict COVID-19. However, their research has some limitations, like using a small data set or having low accuracy. In order to address the above restrictions and attempt to identify the COVID-19 virus using a blood test dataset. The purpose of this paper is to present a model for early detection of this virus using one of the AutoML tools (Auto-Sklearn) and to try to find answers to the following questions:

• Is it feasible to use AutoML to achieve higher accuracy than traditional ML?
• Can AutoML replace the position of data scientists?

The structure of this paper is organized as follows: Related works are presented in Section 2. The definitions are described in Section 3. The methodology is introduced in Section 4, and the results and discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 illustrates the conclusion.
2. Related work

Using blood tests to diagnose COVID-19 is uncommon; however, some studies have covered similar ideas using the same dataset. In this paper, some of these studies will be mentioned. The authors in [15] proposed an “AutoML” method for classifying raw spectra data generated by the well-established UV-VIS spectroscopy methodology. They compared the performance of four AutoML models, TPOT, Auto-Sklearn, Hyperopt-Sklearn, and Auto-Keras, to determine the best model for sickle cell disease and sickle cell trait (SCT/SCD) screening using spectroscopy data. The proposed approach has 100% sensitivity and 93.84% specificity for detecting sickle hemoglobin. The work shows how the ML-based absorption spectroscopy test could be used in screening programs for large groups of people in places with limited resources.

The study in [16] suggested logistic regression (LR) and six ML algorithms (Adaboost, Stochastic Gradient Boosting, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB), Decision Tree (DT), and RF) for COVID-19 detection and classification, utilizing 212 clinical reports. LR performed well in the simulations, achieving 96 percent precision, 96 percent sensitivity, 96.20 percent accuracy, and a 95 percent F1 score.

The study [17] used six classifiers (Bayesian Networks (BN)), LR, a lazy-classifier (IBk), a meta-classifier (Classification via Regression (CR)), a rule-learner (PART), and a decision tree (J48) based on 14 clinical variables to build six prediction models for COVID-19 diagnosis. The study reviewed 114 instances from the Chinese province of Zhejiang’s Taizhou hospital. The findings indicated that, with an accuracy of 84.21 percent, the CR meta-classifier is the most reliable classifier for predicting positive and negative COVID-19 cases. The findings may aid in the early identification of COVID-19. The limitations of this study are as follows: first, it was challenging to gather larger samples during the pandemic, and the sample size is relatively small. Second, it is too bad that this study did not look at COVID-19 symptoms to predict viral infection because there was insufficient data.

The authors in [18] used a variety of ML classifiers, including Multilayer Layer Perceptron (MLP), SVM, Random Tree (RT), RF, BN, and Naive Base (NB). They developed a low-cost COVID-19 identification system using standard blood samples. The Brazilian Albert Einstein Hospital provided the authors with a dataset that included 5644 data samples and 559 confirmed COVID-19 cases. Because there were so few positive samples in the dataset, SMOTE oversampling was employed to enhance their models' performance. The results showed that the classification was done well, with an overall accuracy of 95.159 percent. The sensitivity was 96.8 percent, the precision was 93.8 percent, and the specificity was 93.6 percent. The results of the experiments showed that BN performed better than other models. In [19], the study addresses the issue of COVID-19 screening in regular blood tests and attempts to give intelligible solutions based on ML approaches. They evaluated various ML classifiers using a public dataset from the Albert Einstein Hospital. The RF classifier obtained the best performance (accuracy 0.88, specificity 0.91, sensitivity 0.66, F1-score 0.76, and AUROC 0.86).

The study in [20] aimed to use and evaluate ML-based models to predict COVID-19 diagnosis and disease severity. Using an open data set from the Albert Einstein Hospital in São Paulo, Brazil, all of the ML-based models artificial neural networks (ANN), partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), DT, and k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) were able to accurately predict the diagnosis of COVID-19 and the severity of the disease with a rate of accuracy above 84 percent, which is comparable to the results of RT-PCR and the
minimal threshold recommended for diagnostic procedures. The ANN model did the best (94 to 98 percent), meaning that healthcare professionals in the field could use it to help them make decisions.

In this study [21], four deep learning techniques—Deep Neural Network (DNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)—along with seven ML techniques, including LR, K-NN, DT, SVM, NB, RF, and Extremely Randomized Trees (ET), were presented to diagnose positive cases of COVID-19 from three routine laboratory blood test datasets. The suggested (DNN) model had the most outstanding accuracy scores across all three datasets. In the first dataset, an accuracy of 92.11% was attained; in the second dataset, an accuracy of 93.16% was attained. Finally, the accuracy value for the third dataset was 92.5%.

[22]. Auto-Sklearn and XGBoost are advanced models used in this paper. The dataset used for cardiovascular disease contains data from 70,000 patients. The results of the XGBoost model are 73% accurate. At the same time, the outcome of the Auto-sklearn model’s accuracy reaches 83%.

3. Background

This section will provide a general overview of Auto-Sklearn, its optimization technique (the Bayesian optimization technique) for choosing the best model, the best feature selection method, and finally, the best hyperparameters for tuning the model. Also, a general idea of meta-learning and ensemble learning will be clarified.

3.1 Auto-Sklearn Model Overview

Recent developments in Bayesian optimization, meta-learning, and ensemble learning are utilized in selecting algorithms and hyperparameters in Auto-Sklearn [23]. SMAC as a Bayesian optimization technique [24]. The two main components of the iterative Bayesian optimization algorithm are a probabilistic surrogate model and an acquisition function that determines which point to evaluate next [25]. The surrogate model is fitted to all observations of the target function made so far in each iteration. The acquisition function uses the probabilistic model’s prediction distribution to determine the utility of various candidate points. The acquisition function is cheap to compute and may thus be fully optimized instead of assessing the pricey black box function. Although there are many acquisition functions, the expected improvement (EI) is frequently used since it can be calculated in the closed form if the model prediction $y$ at configuration $\lambda$ follows a normal distribution.

$$E[I(\lambda)] = \left( f_{\text{min}} - \mu(\lambda) \right) \phi \left( \frac{f_{\text{min}} - \mu(\lambda)}{\sigma} \right) + \sigma \phi \left( \frac{f_{\text{min}} - \mu(\lambda)}{\sigma} \right)$$

$f_{\text{min}}$ It is the best-observed value so far, $(\phi)$ is the standard normal density, and $(\phi)$ is the standard normal distribution function.

Auto-Sklearn includes 4 data preparation methods, 14 preprocessing techniques, and 15 classification algorithms. Each was parameterized, creating a space of 110 hyperparameters. Most are conditional hyperparameters, meaning they only take effect when the appropriate component is chosen. We point out that SMAC has native support for this conditionality [26]. One of its key benefits is that Auto-Sklearn provides a variety of execution strategies. For instance, the AutoML optimization process uses just SMAC optimization techniques in its basic vanilla version (Auto-Sklearn-v). However, Auto-SKlearn also gives the end-users the option to enable or disable the various optimization options, such as the use of meta-learning (Auto-Sklearn-m) and ensemble learning (Auto-Sklearn-e), in addition to the complete
version (Auto-Sklearn), where all options are enabled. Figure 1 shows the mechanism of the Auto-SKlearn process.

![Figure 1: The Auto-SKlearn process](image)

3.1.1 Meta-learning

Meta-learning is the practice of using knowledge of the performance of learning methods to enhance the efficiency (or choice) of learning algorithms. As a result, building AutoML systems does not need to start from scratch because promising configurations are created for previously unexplored ML tasks, allowing for faster convergence and fewer trial-and-error iterations [28]. The real benefit of meta-learning techniques in AutoML is that they enable the automated replacement of manually created algorithms with data-driven procedures. A knowledge base that stores the meta-features of datasets and the top-performing pipelines on these datasets serves as the foundation for the meta-learning technique used by Auto-Sklearn. Thirty-eight meta-features from information theory and statistics are performed. For each dataset in their repository (140 datasets from the Open ML repository), the meta-features and the empirically best-performing pipelines are stored during the offline phase [29]. The system extracts any new dataset's meta-features during the online phase. It searches for the most similar datasets and returns the top k best-performing pipelines on those datasets. These k pipelines serve as a start for the framework's Bayesian optimization algorithm. Any meta-learning mechanism's primary objective is to improve the search process by allowing the optimization strategy to begin with the most promising pipelines rather than random ones.

3.1.2 Ensemble

In order to create a more accurate prediction model, multiple ML-based models trained on the same job are combined through the process of assembly. Various techniques can integrate these base models, such as weighted/straight-forward voting (averaging), bagging, boosting, and other methods [30]. In theory, the main benefit of assembling approaches is that they allow the base models to work together to make more general predictions than if only one base model were used.

3.1.3 Combination

Auto-Sklearn has a unique feature that allows the end-users to enable or disable the various optimization options, such as using meta-learning (Auto-Sklearn-m) and ensembling (Auto-Sklearn-e) together.
4. Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology includes three main stages, as discussed in Figure 1, and then we applied three different experiments described in detail in Figure 2 and Algorithm 1. Three sections discuss the proposed methodology. The first section will describe the dataset used after downloading and cleaning it. The second section will explain the experiments performed on this dataset using Auto-Sklearn, which will choose the best algorithm based on Bayesian optimization. Finally, Section 3 gives the results and the evaluation of the models.

![Figure 2: The workflow steps.](image)

4.1 Datasets

In this study, the blood test data was gathered from Brazil's Albert Einstein Hospital. Unfortunately, there are 5644 instances and 111 variables, with the COVID-19 dependent variable being one of them (positive or negative). Because it consists of 558 positive and 5086 negative tests that make the dataset unbalanced [31], we will explain the steps to prepare this data to be entered into the proposed model.

4.2 Auto-Sklearn Model

When providing the input dataset to AutoML, users must set some parameters known as “learning settings.” The parameters used in this study are shown in Table 1. After splitting the dataset into 75% for training and 25% for testing, perform several experiments in Auto-Sklearn as described below.

- the first experiment using Auto-Sklearn-m
- the second experiment using Auto-Sklearn-e
- The last experiment used meta-learning and ensemble learning together in (Auto-Sklearn m, and e).
Table 1: Auto-Sklearn parameter used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters used</th>
<th>Number Used</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meta-learning</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Initialize the hyperparameter optimization algorithm with many configurations as were successful on prior seen datasets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensembling</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>The number of models in an ensemble determines how many models are chosen from a library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time_left_for_this_task</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>This parameter limits how long it can take to find suitable models in seconds. Auto-sklearn of discovering good models is increased by increasing this parameter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per_run_time_limit</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>The maximum amount of time for a single call to the ML model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The resampling_strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td>holds out. To handle overfitting, you might need ‘cv’: cross-validation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Auto-Sklearn model algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Auto-Sklearn

**Input:** covid-19 dataset

**Output:** the best classification model

**Begin:**

#Load data of covid-19
Step 1: dataset ← (x, y);
#Preprocessing Data
#filling the empty cell
Step 2: Dropping the dataset's target ['SARS'].
Step 3: Fill in all the NULL values using the mean and delete the empty columns.
#makes dataset number
Step 4: Label encoding involves replacing categorical values with numerical ones.
#make dataset balance
Step 5: Balancing the dataset using the RandomOverSampler technique
#use the Auto-Sklearn model
Step 6: result model ← Auto-Sklearn (parameters);
#train the data
Step 7: classification_model ← result model.
    Fit (x_train, y_train);
Print the best classification model with the best parameter
#Check the model's performance by calculating the accuracy
Step 8: accuracy ← TP+TN/all samples.

**End**

4.3 Evaluation Metric

This paper used a confusion matrix to evaluate the model. Several evaluation metrics can be computed based on the confusion matrix, such as accuracy, recall, precision, and F-measure. The equation for them is mentioned in equations [2, 3, 4, 5]. This is based on the values:
- True Negative (TN) and True Positive (TP): The model adequately predicts the class (negative or positive).
- False Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP): The model wrongly predicts the class (switch negative and positive classes).
5. Results and discussion

This study uses Auto-Sklearn with different parameters in three experiences to detect if the patient suffers from COVID-19 and compares their results. After making some adjustments, as mentioned earlier, Auto-Sklearn (m,e) performed exceptionally well in classification and achieved the best accuracy.

5.1 Auto-sklearn results

In this paper, several Auto-Sklearn experiments were conducted on the dataset using three parameters. In each experiment, one of these three parameters is used. The classification accuracy of the pipelines was evaluated using the confusion matrix. Moreover, other metrics are used to evaluate the model, such as accuracy, recall, precision, and F-measure. Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix of the Auto-Sklearn experiments. When the results of these experiments were compared, the most accurate experiment was (Auto-Sklearn m,e), with an accuracy of 96%, a recall of 94%, a precision of 99%, and an F-score of 97%. Figure 3 (Auto-Sklearn m,e) illustrates the confusion matrix of this experiment, where 1,238 true positives have been accurately predicted and the false positive number is 10. Hence, the number of positive cases in which the model predicts a mistake is 1,219, and of the 1,219 true negative cases, only 76 were false negatives.

In an experiment (Auto-Sklearn-e), this experiment achieved 94% accuracy, recall 90%, precision 99%, and F-score 94%. Figure (Auto-Sklearn-e) shows the confusion matrix of this experiment, where 1,235 true positive COVID-19 cases have been accurately predicted, and the false positive number is 13, with 1,170 true negative cases and 125 false negatives. Finally, the experiment (Auto-Sklearn-m) achieved the lowest accuracy (93%), recall (88%), precision (99%), and F-score (94%). Figure (Auto-Sklearn m) shows the confusion matrix that contained 1,240 true positive COVID-19 cases that have been accurately predicted out of 1,248 positive cases and 1,144 true negative cases out of 1,295 negative cases. All these results are shown in Table 2.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN} \quad (2)
\]
\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP+FN} \quad (3)
\]
\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \quad (4)
\]
\[
\text{F – measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \quad (5)
\]
Figure 3: The confusion matrix of Auto-Sklearn experiments.

Table 2: The result of all experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Auto-Sklearn-m</th>
<th>Auto-Sklearn-e</th>
<th>Auto-Sklearn(m,e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Comparisons with previous work

In this section, the Auto-Sklearn model is evaluated by comparison with another classification model from earlier studies [7] [18] [19] [20]. All these previous studies used the same dataset [31]. Furthermore, these studies used traditional ML. Moreover, Auto-Sklearn outperforms traditional ML methods due to the comparisons illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3: comparison of the proposed method with previous studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>Multilayer perceptron</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>Auto-Sklearn-(m,e)</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, AutoML will shorten many of the steps of ML and reduce the trials and errors that the researcher needs to find the best results in the fewest steps based on Bayesian optimization for choosing the best parameters.

6. Conclusion & Future work

In this study, COVID-19 disease was identified from blood testing using Auto-Sklearn after data preparation, dataset balancing, and input into the Auto-Sklearn model. Three separate Auto-Sklearn experiments were performed, but the Auto-Sklearn (m,e) achieved the best result among the three experiments. These results were compared to earlier research that used several traditional ML methods. We answered most of the questions posed in this paper and concluded that AutoML is superior to traditional ML. It shortens most programming steps, making it a valuable tool for beginners and those without sufficient programming experience. However, AutoML will only replace data scientists sometime soon. It is a tool to help data scientists and is a great way to clarify this complex field for non-experts so they can learn from the ML experience. Also, in some situations, there is no need for an expert data scientist to handle the hyperparameter tuning and choose the best preprocessing steps and feature engineering to achieve higher accuracy. The future work focuses on using a large and real dataset from the Iraqi hospital dataset and deep learning or other AutoML tools to get the highest accuracy.
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